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Overview 

 

This is to document the materials, procedures and techniques used to make the 

stained glass scroll for Colin Munro of Tadcaster on the occasion of his Court 

Baroncy with a Grant of Arms.  This was scroll assignment DE15-132 presented at 

Iron Bog Investiture and King’s and Queen’s Rattan Championship June 13 A.S. L 

(2015).  The panel size is 18 x 24. 

 

Materials 

  

Paints 

Liquitex Glossies 

 

Lord Conor’s Special Blend #13. 

 

Calligraphy was done with brush and Vitrea black paint. 

 

Lead 

Perimeter lead is 1/2" flat “H”. 

Interior lead is 1/4" flat “H”. 

All lead is restoration grade lead from DHD Metals, Inc. 

 

Glass 

Scroll  Lambert’s Medium Amber (68XX). 

Shield  Lambert’s White on Clear Commercial White. 

Border Lambert’s White on Clear Commercial White. 

Crown  Lambert’s White on Clear Commercial White. 

Background Lambert’s Medium Amber (68XX). 

 

Procedures and Techniques 

 

All glass was painted in some way.  The painting was used to add texture and depth 

to the panel.  Where figures or specific symbols were not used, the glass was 

stippled. 

 

The calligraphy on the scroll was painted with Vitrea 160 black. All painted pieces 

were heat hardened before the panel was built. 
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The Court Baron’s crown and the Arms were sandblasted and painted. 

 

The glass, lead and procedure to build this panel were done in period (as 

documented by Theophilus c. 1101) except as follows: 

 

 Glass was purchased, not manufactured (mouth blown) by me.  This is 

because it is beyond my means (financially) to be able to this myself. 

 Lead was purchased, not hand cast.  This is due to the hazards of melting 

lead in my home. 

 For a complete description on how a stained glass window was built, please 

refer to my document Stained Glass in the Current Middle Ages.  This 

paper was published in the Ars Scientis Orientalis, and can be read at 

http://conoroceallaigh.wordpress.com . 

 

Painting and other embellishments to the panel were done using more modern 

techniques.  The painting and calligraphy was done in acrylics for a couple of 

reasons: 

 

 I don’t have access to a kiln for firing paints done in traditional stained glass 

painting at home. 

 While I do have this facility at work, transporting the painted pieces from 

home to work would ruin any painting done on the glass before it could be 

fired.  The pigments used are not permanent until they are fired.  There is 

just no way I could safely transport the painted, but unfired pieces.  

Working on personal projects at work is out of the question. 

 

The Arms on the shield were sandblasted and then painted.  The painting on the 

shield again, was done with acrylics for the same reasons provided above.  Although 

a more period alternative to sandblasting would be glass engraving, the amount of 

time given to complete this project prohibited the use of this technique.  It is just 

too time consuming. 

 

http://conoroceallaigh.wordpress.com/

